Gap Filling Exercise

1. ‘I haven’t got a ticket.’ ‘………………………… have I.’

So

Either

Neither

2. You are …………………………… generous.

so

so much

very much

3. Start at once, so that you …………………………… there by noon.
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reach

will reach

Either could be used here

4. I want to stay for .................................. two weeks.

more

another

other

5. I visit my parents every ................................

two month

two months

Either could be used here
6. My ........................................ sent to Paris by mistake.

- baggage was
- baggages was
- baggages were

7. Alice and James ........................................ going to be late.

- is
- are

8. The Prime Minister as well as his ministers ............................... tough financial measures.

- want
- wants
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Either could be used here

9. Ten people lost ........................................... in the accident.

their life
the lives
their lives

10. A number of people .................................... to buy cars.

want
wants
Either could be used here
11. Two thousand dollars ......................... a large sum.

is

are

12. The team ........................................ going to lose.

is

are

Either could be used here

Answers
‘I haven’t got a ticket.’ ‘Neither have I.’
You are so generous.
Start at once, so that you reach / will reach there by noon.
I want to stay for another two weeks.
I visit my parents every two months.
My baggage was sent to Paris by mistake.
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Alice and James are going to be late.
The Prime Minister as well his ministers wants tough financial measures.
Ten people lost their lives in the accident.
A number of people want to buy cars.
Two thousand dollars is a large sum.
The team is / are going to lose.